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About This Game

What doesn't kill you...kills someone else, and leads you down an ethical rabbit hole. In the near future, paying users can rent the
"virtual experiences" of other people. These "feeders" sublet their own bodies, at the risk of their own lives, so that customers

can safely enjoy extreme, potentially self-destructive vices, like binge eating, cliff diving, or worse.

Rent-a-Vice is a 150,000-word interactive cyberpunk-noir mystery novel by Natalia Theodoridou, where your choices control
the story. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

You're a private investigator with a bad habit, an ex, and mountains of debt--troubles so deep that you stand to lose custody of
your kid. When a mysterious client asks for your help finding their missing lover in the seamy world of virtual experience, it's

up to you to gather evidence, experience the technology for yourself, and solve the case.

Delve into the darkest corners of the clandestine Rent-a-Vice industry. If you believe the etho-politicians, VE compromises the
well-being of society, and normalizes vice and disorder. But what are users after? Is it entertainment, or something deeper? And

is there anything in it for the feeders, other than profit?

As for you, will you resist your own vices, or go all in?

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; gay, straight, or bisexual.
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 Fight or embrace your personal demons, struggle against the machinery of power, and find friendship in unlikely places.

 Save those in trouble or extort them for your silence, or go rogue and burn the entire industry to the ground.

 Expose corruption or exploit it for your gain.

 Test your skills as a PI while you share other people's experiences of life and death.

 Trade favors to retain custody of your child; reunite with your ex, or find romance with someone new.

 Become a champion for the marginalized, usher in a new ethical standard, or step on corpses to climb to the top.
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Short, simple and funny game for a few hours.

Nice combination of ARPG (on a rather simple approach) and golf (on a rather simple approach as well). An small world to
explore, full of monsters (that lack on variety very fast), a few dungeons (most of them with the same background) with a few
golf challenges on them, and 9 holes that become 18 after you reduce your handicap enough (9 holes and 9 variations, different
enough to make them a nice challenge).

However, the combat is very easy (the charge attack is too powerfull against almost everything and to cheap to use) even if the
bosses offer a nice change, where you have to learn their patterns to avoid them and hit when they are vulnerable (during the full
game, and even the postgame, I died only once). The golf part is also easy once you get a few shots to see how it works (where
to aim, how much power to use...), as you will be always shooting where you are aiming quite effortless.

Still, while it last, is fun to play.

Some notes and tips:
Level up strengh more than the rest: there is level cap (level 42, quite random) and you may realise you can't lower your scores
just because you can't shoot far away enough. I managed to get a handicap of 5 and is as low as I can go (also, you can't re-spec
[DEVS, this would be rather usefull].
Don't worry about money: if you battle through the encounters you normally find, you will always have enough money for
plenty of items and the new clubs.
Beating the game is not the end: you can unlock a few additional dungeons, up to 6 new clubs (including the ultimate club and
one club that completely trivialize the combat) and, if you lower your handicap enough, you get the alternate version of the 9
holes.. [Warning: This game may cause many players to rage quit and flip tables. You've been warned] Welcome to the world of
Cloudberry Kingdom, or what I like to call Death Valley. You play as a hero as he has to go though hundreds of levels of pain
and suffering to save the kingdom. You will encounter many hard enemies that will try to stop you. This game is endless, it's
randomly generated levels could make your experience fun or hard. It's a good way in killing time when you run out of ideas to
do. You could do acrade mode and try to make it past each level. Free play allows a player to choose the skill level, the size of
the map, and what hero mode you wanna do. If you call yourself a hardcore gamer this is the game for you! Enjoy this insane
but great game.. horse can withstand up to 10 arrows and still not die

dies after a 3 feet drop. I was hoping for something akin to Real Lives but with a bit more involvement. Unfortunately this is
just tedious bar balancing with no substance.. Fantastic artwork and some wel done voice acting I especially like Hachiko's voice
and a story that I certainly enjoyed 'reading' along and very lovely music. Kind of short but was worth the price as i will be back
to go again for the art and music. Only a couple of choices to make but it is a visual novel not a choose your own adventure story
.. The game has a lot of passion and promise. The concept of using animals as people, and the main characters, allows some
good punchlines to bash over the characters with. I wish the game has a few more game mechanics and I hope the game's story
gets longer in Ep.2. But, I really enjoyed the game in regards for what it is. There a good amounts of jokes in this game that are
puns. That I found it punny for myself, especially near the end of the game. If the creators keep making jokes\/skits like those,
the game could even been more hilarious. Well at least for me that is.

If this game has more developed jokes\/skits and put more consequences of your choices that will effect your main protagonist,
or other animal characters that plays a huge role in the story, it could offer more to the players.

Hope that the developers and publishers release Ep.2 soon, I cannot wait. If you aren't sure about this game, you should check it
out some youtubers playing this. What got me interested in this game was watching some game-play from a youtube channel
called Yippee Ki Yay Mr Falcon, that's what lead me to know more about the game.

Developers keep up the good work. This game deserves more attention for what its worth in the indie game community..
Unlocking locks simulator 2015.

First things first: this game is very well made in the sense that everything is high quality (animations, world, special effects).

I was really impressed, and decided to continue to see how far into the game I could get. Unfortunately, it seems like the core
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mechanics of the game are not fun. You literally just open locks the whole time. It took me awhile to figure out how to open the
locks, and I am still not 100% sure of which items I need to have in my inventory, as there are 3 different tiles of each color of
lock unlocking elements. The descriptions hardly indicate what you would need, but it appears you need to get an empty jar, put
the element in it, then you have a jar full of that element, then you need to click on it again and press 'use' and it creates another
identical type of jar with the same description with a slightly different icon in the image and you need this to open a lock. After
an hour I still had no idea how to do it but you can just click on everything and you'll get that lock open. [edit: it appears after
watching someone else play that that identical jar type is a crafting ingredient! So you need to have the crafting jar, the empty
jar, and the element, to create a full jar, It would have been much easier if we didn't need the crafting jar]

And then there are robots that want to kill you. It's pretty fun having to battle them, although they are pretty powerful and you
may end up dying a lot. I found it entertaining until I saw that the robots just spawn randomly and constantly so you can't exactly
"clear" them all out, you just have to deal with whatever is in front of you, just long enough to open the lock (while you are
mashing the buttons in your inventory trying to create the right type of jar).

So from a quality standpoint, it's very playable, but as far as "fun" I would say that I do not recommend jar creator\/lock opener
simulator. PLEASE tell me that there is something beyond the locks. If so, I will do it. I will open all the locks if there is
something of enjoyment on the other side besides more locks.

AND LET US RUN!!!

PLEASE!!

The game has a not-visible stamina bar, so you have to walk most of the time. You can run for like 10 seconds, then walking.
Try to run again and you will have like 0.1 second of run, then back to walking. The gameplay is so frustrating and annoying that
the least you could do is let us run around!!

Also, the english translation in the game is really extremely bad, but that's at least skippable.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=_Fs986AxfJs

^ here is me stumbling around trying to figure it out for an hour.
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SO i'm glad i got this game on sale, as it defo isn't worth full price.

Plenty of hidden object scenes which is great however some of the items were difficult to see and an iguana was called amaga?
Also when clicking an item it wouldn;t register but then when i'm stumped using the hint button it shows the item i had
originally clicked. arghhhh.

Storylines okay i guess and arts pretty nice, but too many visual scenes which i wanted to skip and get on with it.

No idea about the pot puzzle, where you put a colour item in and then try and draw a shape, sometimes the shape wouldn't
register which i ended up skipping out of frustration.

Wasn't a very long game either.

. Played the tutorial and the first campaign. It crashed in the middle of the second campaign.

The UI is a bit muddled and there's very little strategy involved since most of what you can do is decided by RNG. Probably not
worth a buy over $5.. While short and to the point, this game hits a lot of the right notes. I liked the various endings that keep
you guessing as to which might the "true" ending (if there even is one). I can easily see this game being expanded into a multi-
hour VN, but for now its more of a short story that leaves you thinking afterwards. Any fan of thrillers\/mysteries should play
this game to help with a small craving.. This is a perfect starter aircraft for FsPassengers 2015 if doing career mode as it carries
5 passengers and the default cargo profile lists them as business class.

My one complaint is that the yoke tends to spaz out, same with the alerions, when using my CH Flight Yoke. No effect on
performance just looks like a visual rendering bug.. I think I bought the wrong Forest. 10\/10

Did you ever wish that FTL had more depth? That it had enough content to warrant a 125 page PDF game manual? If you
answered "Yes" to any of these, you'll probably enjoy this game.

Don't get me wrong, FTL is a great game, but compared to this, it's extremely minimalistic and games are pretty short by
comparison. Something that always bothered me in FTL is how you're being chased by the fleet, and once you move forward,
you can't backtrack. In this game, there is a time-limit type presence, but rather than restricting where you can go, all it is, is a
time limit to kill the end boss (and mind you, it is very generous). This means if you passed a plasma nebula and your shield stat
wasn't high enough to interact with it, you can move on forward, knowing that later you can return to the plasma nebula with
higher shields. It's also worth noting that you can play the game your own way, if the time limit bothers you, there's stats you can
raise that actually decrease the time units used while doing actions like flying from place to place, landing on planets and
exploring, and so on. Finally, there are wormholes that randomly appear, these are stable wormholes, and what's great about
them is they let you travel HUGE distances with zero time units used. A great way to get around.

I'm definitely addicted, check out the video on the store page and scroll quickly through the PDF game manual, it might get you
hooked too.. I really like this game as a whole. The writing, voice acting and general aesthetic and design are very good. I would
certainly recommend it to anyone who liked Accounting or pretty much anyone who owns a headset with a few hours to spare.
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